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Jekyll TuneUp
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I've already transitioned to Jekyll and now there are some fringes that I would like to trim. I would like to
do the process publicly.
These are the pending tasks I have ahead.

Jekyll TuneUp
Set up the building of the site with Travis or a similar service.
I think it would be positive to build the site with travis so could use non-whitelisted extensions by Github.

Create the following pages
Where are still some pages missing that I want to build. I want to build the site in travis before, so I can build
this pages easily.
- archive
- categories
- tags
-

Update readme and licenses
I should update the license with the licenses I want to use and check if they are compatible.

Add licenses (CC & GPL3) in the footer
Improve search engine
Right now I have the template search engine and it's really poor. I should change it to something more
powerful. Either google or the other option the template oﬀers.

Add information to pagination (/blog) page
In the list of blogs post I think it's missing some info that It would be interesting to be displayed for each
post entry.
- Tags
- Categories
- Date of posting / update

Images in lists
When I put a figure in a list and aligned it with the elements of the list weir artifact of code appear under the
image.

Responsive breakpoints
I think I should take a look to the responsive breakpoints and how the web behaves with them.

Implement Latent Semantic Index for related posts
I have a couple of ways to implement it on my Evernote. Check them.

Syntax Highlight
Optionally wrap code and disable line numbers
In general I like the highlighted code-block with numbers and no wrapped. But I would like to set optionally
for some block no numbers and wrapped them.

Style shell code blocks as terminal windows
I would like to have shell code block styled as a terminal windows.

how to highlight lines in jekyll codeblocks

Posts & Pages content and features
How to highlight text in kramdown / Jekyll?
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I can highlight text in kramdowm / Jekyll, while in Typora and other markdown editors you can use == or ::
to mark the highlighting text.
A solution could be use html tags, but I'm looking for a more elegant solution.

Posting/update time & date at the beginning?
I think it'd be more convenient to show the posting/update time & date at the beginning of the post.

Show read time when there is a image overlay
The reading time isn't showing when the image overlay feature is in use. I think it should show up at the
beginning of the post with the posting/update date & time.

Toc is not showing fully
https://github.com/mmistakes/minimal-mistakes/issues/108

Create the following pages
I haven't create the following pages
- Archive
- Categories
- Tags

Review the headings of all post
Post shouldn't have more than one h1 heading

Fix problem with target links
Target links get buried under the masthead, specially the ones from footnotes. The other ones already got
fixed.
We have to set an oﬀset.
https://www.itsupportguides.com/knowledge-base/tech-tips-tricks/how-to-oﬀset-anchor-tag-link-usingcss/

Title in figures ➜ caption on frame.
Galleries have a title tag that makes it to display a caption in each image of the gallery. I would like to have
something similar to figures.

Sidebar
Specific content for specific pages
Add more content
- Twitter feed?
- Archive
- Tags
- Categories
- Text

Domine & Hosting
Transfer domains to a new registrant
Get an email plan.
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